Datacube single board controller gives your computer 20/20 vision... at a fantastic price.

Datacube VG-124 has slashed the cost of high resolution vision processing. When it comes to quality video acquisition and display generation, this new single board subsystem is the most cost effective solution available anywhere.

The single board VG-124 interfaces directly to a wide variety of monochrome/RGB cameras, video tape recorders, and video disks. It also provides a software selectable sync source as well as an enhanced DUAL-PHASE-LOCK LOOP.

Ideal for the teleconferencing market, the low cost VG-124 includes features normally found only in much higher priced units. These include:

1. 16 banks of input/output RAM look-up tables
2. 640H x 480V x 6 bits per pixel resolution
3. One image store or two low resolution images, scroll, 2x vertical zoom and write protect on all or any 6 bit planes.

All this for under $3,000 in quantity of 100. That's fantastic! Call or write for full details.

Datacube Incorporated, 4 Dearborn Road, Peabody, MA 01960, Tel: (617) 535-6644.
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